### Session I 10:00 - 10:50am

1. **Kaleolani Laymon '22**: Changing Terms: The Evolution of Feminist Discourse on Sexual Violence in the Era of Trump
2. **Abigayle Mazzocco '23**: GlossiSHARE: How a Company Went from Selling Blush to Being the Cool-Girl's Best Friend
3. **Wren Nelson '23**: Do-It-Yourself Resistance: Atlanta Punk in the Late-20th Century
4. **Imani Wright '22**: The Impact of Women's Empowerment and Craftsmanship on Achieving the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals
5. **Samuel Berliner-Sachs '23**: Sonic Spirituality: Religious Rituals as Psychoacoustic Phenomena

### Break 10:50 - 11:00am

### Session II 11:00am - 12:00pm

1. **Nsai Temko '23**: Diversifying Environmental Stewardship: Steven Universe and the Power of Inclusive Animation
2. **Divya Kishore '23**: Down the Hole: Solitary Confinement and Recidivism in 21st-Century Danish and American Prisons
3. **Ruby Wiener '22**: Fewer Drugs, More Talking: Relationship-Based Care and Integrative Solutions for Chronic Disease
4. **Maya Schirn '22**: From Conception to First Bite: The Intersection of Food and Technology When Launching a Fast-Casual Restaurant

### Lunch 12:00 - 1:00pm

### Session III 1:00 - 2:00pm

1. **Isha Soni '22**: Investigating Changes to Syrian Refugee Education in Turkey: Political Motivations and National Interests
2. **Justin Li '23**: Public School Lunches in Taiwan and the Factors That Influence Children's Food Choices
3. **Henry Yeary '22**: THE MAMBA MENTALITY: How Kobe Bryant's Philosophy on the Pursuit of Excellence can Inspire the Next Generation toward Virtuous Action
4. **Griffin Thompson '23**: Why We Choose War: How Neuroscience Can Help Explain Leaders' Toughest Choices
5. **Hope Taylor '22**: The January 6 Insurrection and the Cultivation of White Power in Contemporary America
6. **Ian McCall '22**: Reparations: An American Dystopia
7. **Oscar Axel Nava Jimenez '22**: To Be Announced